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*Every person is spiritual but not every person is 
religious

*A unique experience that provides a person’s 
sense of meaning and purpose in life

*Expression of a greater meaning and context

*Part of one’s caring for self, others, and the 
universe

*Different for every person and each person’s 
spirituality/spiritual experience is equally 
valuable

*Seeks to find that which is sacred-
intrapersonally, interpersonally, and 
transcendentally



*

*Professional end-of-
life caregivers have 
learned that 
attending to spiritual 
needs often brings 
relief from pain, 
[and] improves 
ability to cope with 
it. (Sutton Holder & Aldredge-

Clanton, 2004)

*“Patients have a 
fundamental right to 
considerate care 
that safeguards their 
personal dignity and 
respects their 
cultural, 
psychosocial, and 
spiritual values”.  
JCAHO (Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Health Care 
Organizations)



*

*The Chaplaincy model is religious-based and serves 

the needs of those practicing organized religion.

*The Spiritual Care model serves the spiritual needs 

of all people, religious or not, honouring and 

respecting all beliefs and belief systems. 

*Spiritual Care is available to patients registered in 

the HPC Program and seeks to honour the 

individual and to invite him/her to find peace and 

acceptance throughout the dying process.



*Hope

* Peace

* Relationship

*Meaning/Purpose

* Legacy

* Anger

*Guilt

* Anxiety

* Despair

*



*

*Optimistically looks to what is possible

*Is fluid, not static, and changes over time-

what a patient hopes for one day may be 

different the next

*May or may not be realistic- how do we support 

the patient who hopes for a curative miracle?

*Hope for the best; plan for everything



*

*“What is there in your life that gives you 

internal support?”

*“What are your sources of hope, strength, 

comfort and peace?”

*“What sustains you and keeps you going?”

*“For some people, their religious or spiritual 

beliefs act as a source of comfort and strength 

in dealing with life’s ups and downs; is this 

true for you?”

Taken from http://www.aafp.org/afp/2001/0101/p81.html



*

*A feeling of serenity and well-being

*Comes when physical symptoms are controlled 

but also when mind and spirit are doing well

*Often comes when the patient feels 

comfortable with him/herself, on good terms 

with loved ones, and also a Higher Power.

*A calm environment can help instill a sense of 

peace for patients- dim lights, quiet room, soft 

music or relaxation music; prayer/meditation



*

*Concerns intrapersonal, interpersonal, and 

transcendental relationship

*Intrapersonal- how the patient feels about 

him/herself, both in the past and the present

*Interpersonal- how the patient is relating to 

loved ones; feeling a sense of connectedness

*Transcendental- related to something greater 

than one’s self; God, a Higher Power, Nature, 

or a Philosophy



*

*This topic at EOL often is the catalyst for a life 

review- “What has my life been about? What 

has my purpose been?”

*Transcendence often prominent here- does pt

feel s/he has lived up to what God/Higher 

Power/Life Philosophy has wanted of him/her?

*Helpful question to ask patients if appropriate-

“What role have you fulfilled on this earth that 

no one else could have done?”

*“Those who have a ‘why’ to live, can bear with 

almost any ‘how’.” ~Viktor Frankl



*

*Legacy work creates a sense of closure for 

patients and also a sense of peace that they 

won’t be “forgotten”

*Also- great tangible memories for loved ones

*Can be written letters, a videotape, cards 

written for future celebrations 

(wedding/graduation)

*Can be facilitated by volunteers if pts need 

help

*Hallmark recordable books available for pts

with children/grandchildren



*

*Templates available by Google-searching 

“Ethical Will Template”

*http://www.bethlamie.com/ethical-wills.html

*A letter written to loved ones expressing pt’s

history, life experiences, personal values, 

beliefs, hopes for the future, and other 

spiritual thoughts and wishes

http://www.bethlamie.com/ethical-wills.html


*



*

*Can be directed at self, at others, or at God

*Directed at self for mistakes made in life or 

conversely, for failing to do what s/he had 

wanted to do in life

*Directed at others for past or current actions 

on their part.  Can also be directed at loved 

ones for not doing something pt had hoped

*Directed at God for causing illness, failing to 

cure illness, or feeling abandoned by God

*Can be a result of feeling helpless or losing 

autonomy



*

*Helpful to externalize feelings of anger, 

whether it’s through words or actions

*Anger that isn’t processed turns to resentment 

and bitterness

*Anger at self or others- if pt is open, social 

work can be very helpful in facilitating 

conversations to help with this

*Anger at God- invite pt to honestly express 

feelings in prayer or read Psalms of lament

*Reframe- after externalizing, ask pt what 

s/he’s happy with re: himself/loved ones/God 



*

*Patients may feel guilt of past deeds in life

*May have guilt from feeling they’ve failed to 

do something they have wanted or intended to 

do

*May have unrealistic expectations of self and 

life while doing life review

*Often expressed with feelings of worry, sadness 

or anger

*Can be helpful to identify the source of guilt 

and find a way to make amends in the present



*

*Often alleviated by being voiced- if pt is open 

to it, speaking about his/her feelings of guilt to 

a loved one, to a clergy person/chaplain, to a 

social worker or volunteer, or in private prayer

*Can be helpful to remind patients that we all 

do the best we can with what we have- not fair 

to judge one’s self in the past with current life 

understanding

*“I am never as I should be, I am always as I am. 

God accepts me as I am. Do I have the courage 

to accept God’s acceptance?” ~Paul Tillich



*

*Some level of anxiety is expected throughout 
the pt’s illness journey and it often is resolved

*However, some pts have persistent anxiety that 
doesn’t resolve

*Can be related to fear of abandonment by 
loved ones/clergy/healthcare providers; fear 
of illness progression; fear of the process of 
dying; fear of what happens after death

*“The basic anxiety, the anxiety of a finite 
being about the threat of non-being, cannot be 
eliminated. It belongs to existence itself.” 
~Paul Tillich



*

*Guided meditation is very helpful to alleviate 
anxiety if pt is open to it, you can lead a 5-10 
minute meditation. (Some available online too 
at www.calm.com) 

*If pt is anxious/fearful about something 
specific, articulating  and exploring that fear 
with someone else can be helpful

*For pts with faith- prayer can be very helpful, 
also reading Sacred Texts/Scripture

*Keeping a calm environment in the room- few 
visitors, dim lighting, ambient music/sounds, 
aromatherapy, Therapeutic Touch therapy

http://www.calm.com/


*

*Close your eyes and 
bring attention to your 
breath- simply be 
aware

*Breathe deeply

*Breathe in Relaxation

*Breathe out Tension

*Watch every breath 
with full 
concentration; simply 
noting- breathing in, 
breathing out

*Any thoughts that come are 
just distractions right now, 
bring your focus back to 
your breath

*Focus on a mantra- “I am 
calm and relaxed”

*Notice every breath as it 
comes and goes

*When you’re ready, open 
your eyes and be still-
noticing how different parts 
of your body feel now



*

*Often patients who are experiencing despair feel a 

sense of helplessness and don’t believe things will 

ever improve

*Expressed feelings are of sadness/depression, 

hopelessness, withdrawal from loved ones, anxiety

*Compassionate presence and empathetic listening 

are very helpful

*Also, focussing on a small and easily-attainable goal 

may be helpful, as well as engaging in a pleasurable 

activity (hearing a favourite poem/song or having a 

special visitor)



*

*Have a few of the pt’s loved ones gather 

around pt’s bedside

*Each person takes a turn holding a rock and 

describing a challenging time in his/her life 

and what helped them get through it

*Rock passed onto the next person who does the 

same until all have blessed the rock with their 

story

*Rock is then given to the pt for encouragement



*

* "Tell me a little about your life history, particularly the parts that you 

either remember most, or think are the most important. When did you 

feel most alive?" 

* "Are there specific things that you would want your family to know 

about you, and are there particular things you would want them to 

remember?"

* "What are your most important accomplishments, and what do you feel 

most proud of?"

* "What are your hopes and dreams for your loved ones?"

* "What have you learned about life that you would want to pass along to 

others? What advice or words of guidance would you wish to pass along 

to your loved ones?”

* "Are there words or perhaps even instructions you would like to offer 

your family to help prepare them for the future?"

http://dignityincare.ca/en/toolkit.html#Dignity_Therapy_questions



*

*Pt explicitly states feeling spiritually troubled or 

distressed with a Higher Power. (“God has 

abandoned me; God doesn’t care about me”)

*If pt states belief in God, can be helpful to ask 

“what kind of relationship do you have with God?”

*Pts in spiritual distress may exhibit anxiety, 

depression, anger, self-isolation, withdrawn, etc.

*Spiritually peaceful patients- pts who feel loved, 

valued, included, dignified, serene, etc.



*



*

*“Do you feel at peace with yourself?”

*“Is there anything burdening your heart or 
spirit right now?”

*“When you think about your life do you feel 
proud? Peaceful? Regretful?”

*“What do you value most about yourself? 
How can you express those qualities through 
illness?”

*“What qualities do you have that illness can 
never take away?”



*

*“Who are you closest with in your life?”

*“Who is most supportive of you at this time?”

*“Do you feel at peace with your loved ones?”

*“Is there anyone you feel the need to forgive, 

or be forgiven by?”

*“Is there anyone you need to say ‘I love you’ to 

or hear it from?”



*

*“Do you have a set of beliefs that you live by?”

*“Are you part of a faith group that’s important 

to you?”

*“What, if anything, do you believe in greater 

than yourself?” (God, a Higher Power, a set of 

Truths, a set of Philosophies or Ideals, Nature, 

etc)

*“How do you feel most connected to your 

Higher Power/Nature/Philosophy?”



*

*Patients who have a peaceful death commonly 

have:

* A sense of closure with own life; feeling generally 

positive about own life

* A sense of connectedness and closure with loved 

ones

*On good terms with a Higher Power or if no HP, at 

peace with going to sleep and not awaking

* A sense of legacy and not worried about being 

forgotten by loved ones or future generations



*

*Actively Listen- we’re listening for what’s important to the 
patient, putting our own needs and beliefs aside

*Respond- the most helpful responses are open-ended 
questions, i.e. “What does this mean for you?” or “What 
does hope look like for you now?”

* Be prepared to respond authentically to what you hear, 
“I’m glad to hear that” or “that’s very courageous of you”

*Clarify vague responses- “When you said you’re afraid of 
dying, are you afraid of the process of dying or what 
happens afterwards?”



*

*Active Listening

*Encourage pt to “tell their story” 

*Reading a favourite text/passage

*Facilitating Legacy Work

*Singing/playing musical instrument

*Therapeutic Touch/Reiki if trained



*


